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Nathan’s grandparents, Benjamin (78) and Charlotte Haley (76) are the owners of the compound the
family lives on. Benjamin is also a former police sergeant who retired in 1993 and receives a pension of
approximately $70k from the state. His son and Nathan’s uncle, Jerel Haley is the chief of police in
Atascadero, CA (next to the affluent down to San Luis Obispo) whose total annual pay and benefits
regularly exceed $200k. Benjamin has a limited liability corporation named Charben, registered to his
address.

Ultimately, it’s clear that Nathan Damigo, as a felon would not be able to lead his organization were it not
for the emotional and financial support provided by his family. While the media continues its seemingly
compulsive need to give Nathan a platform and to create hype around his activism as something novel,
as this writing has detailed, his white supremacist ideology is directly informed by that of his family,
protestant religious values, social environment, and institutions he’s been invo ved with such as the
military and law enforcement.

In a time of increasing emboldened activity from the grassroots white supremacist movement and its
subset in the Alt-Right of which Nathan belongs, it’s important to broaden our understanding of white
supremacy as a systemic and structural feature of the American political system that’s been inseparable
from it since its inception. White supremacy is not just the vulgar and explicit calls for radical and
genocidal racial stratification that the Alt-Right loosely advocates for, but a power and resource imbalance
between those accepted into whiteness and those excluded from it that’s directly woven into the very
fabric of how America functions.

The police and military are central to the preservation of white supremacy as they are tasked with violently
imposing and protecting this social relationship. From its most significant origins as the the runaway slave
patrols, the police has always primarily functioned to defend the property and interests of the wealthy and
powerful through the application of violence, and this continues to be the central function of the institution
to this day.

It is also ironic that much of Damigo’s life has been so severely impacted by institutions such as law
enforcement, the prison industrial complex, and the military, that have also so deeply impacted
communities of color. According to Damigo’s worldview now, non-whites genetically are inferior, are more
prone to crime, are less intelligent, and Jews also conspire to destroy the “white race.” We wonder if
Damigo felt this way about his fellow soldiers that were non-white, many whom joined up because unlike
Damigo, they were not from upper-middle class families, but wanted money for college or to support their
children. These people fought alongside him in Iraq and some surely died, as did the literally hundreds of
thousands of Iraqi civilians which were killed as the war dragged on from it’s start in 2003, to say nothing
of the literally millions that have died due to US sanctions and under Saddam while he was a US ally.
What of the millions of people that were part of the massive and growing prison system that Nathan was
a part of for several years? Was Nathan not supposed to be there, but they were? It’s clear that from
viewing the support received by Nathan’s family, they would probably agree. Nathan was a “good” boy
from a well off family that was negatively impacted by a war most now don’t support, and in turn, was
arrested for a crime that Nathan now says African-Americans and others are genetically pre-determined to
carry out.

Furthermore, the growing militant resistance to police violence, incarceration, and murder against black,
brown, Native, other people of color, the poor, and mentally disabled, through movements such as Black
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Lives Matter and other struggles against forms of oppression such as capitalism, patriarchy, imperialism,
environmental destruction, and the State have brought alarm to those like Nathan Damigo and his family.
They view the privileges and special treatment once afforded to them as a benefit of their social position
of whiteness and serving as its diligent armed protectors as eroding and under attack by this emerging
militancy and the autonomous movements of oppressed people. In resisting white supremacy, we must
go beyond just shutting down the Nathan Damigos of the world, but we must also confront the systemic
and structural aspects of this social relationship in all facets of our lives.
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